
                              INTIMATEPORTRAITS

I paid complete attention on people as main subjects of my photogarph, conse-
quently what made much more passionate in my work was sincerely the direct 
approach I adopted ,at first, both in fashion/glamour photography than in a much 
more advertising project regarding the absolute freedom of sel-expression and 
identity, I collected just one moment ,extracting from the realty and giving birth to 
a surreal scenario, and composing another identity behind the personality of the 
subject captured.In those series of projects I experimented difefrent lights both 
in studio , and getting familiar also with natural lighting direction.Light was impor-
tant     to define the cahracterisation of every single individual I wanted to portray. 





































      AGAINST ANY KIND OF DISCRIMINATION

Based on study made on race and high bullism’ frequency, these pictures wanted 
to frame a representative single subject, with an individual problem of Identifica-
tion inside the society. For this reason, I try to generate from the same series of 
pictures a sort of video-production in which I recorder any individual, while he or 
she was explaining the main problem of socialisation and desease It experienced at 
the workplace, and ordinary in ones’ private life. I had an epic result of partecipant 
but It wasn’t enough to have a huge and variety extension of subjects, nevertheless 
what I obtained, through different lighting direction was, un union as well as bond 
of tastes and  different characterisation.Trying to make the product much more fe-
asible for digital platform and at the same time available as printed material, I got  
used of post-production  which necessarily helped to obtain more proper visibility. 





























FASHION-STORYTELLING

My approach in fashion photography wasn’t directly straightforward to a particular 
style, which I deveped as soon as I started getting the right inspiration from maga-
zines and consulting cultural aspect related in general, to the history of the fashion 
world itself..At first I adopted a narrative tecnique which I’m trying ,still now, to con-
solidate, the location was really important to create a couple of situationist  images, 
but eventually, going on engaged to the production of photographs I realised it was 
necessary to find  balance between the narrative part behind the visual and the 
attention paied onto introducing the lyfetsyle and  scenario which the outfit sugge-
sted, and the brand required.My first projects weren’t at all enlighting the attitude 
behind the fashion product, but then developing also in a more glamourous field 
I found a good compromise, very closer to my stage and  story-teller’s  tendency, 
which will profilifically  improve by sticking into  a more fashionable interpretation. 













                ACCADEMIA-ITALIANA’SPRODUCTION

DIRECTION OF LIGHT: BASED ON THE ENTIRE STAFF OF THE ACADEMY 
IN COLLABORATION WITH FASHION PHOTOGRAPHER PAOLO COLAIOCCO 
AS SUPERVISOR.

FASHION-DESIGNER: EMMA ATTERHOLM, LETIZIA INCERTI, STEPHANIE FEKETISH 

PHOTOGRAPHER: SARA ANNOVI

AUTHORSHIP ‘NAME: SARAH STUART 

























FASHION DESIGNER  :  TOMMASO SIGNORINI&HANDMADE FABBRIC
ART DIRECTION: SARAH STUART
LIGHTING DIRECTION: SARAH STUART
MAKE -UP ARTIST: NICLA MAKE UP
PHOTOGRAPHER:SARAH STUART

























































      A FAIRYTALE INTO THE MIDDLE OF NOWHERE

FA S H I O N  D E S I G N E D  B Y  T H E  “ S A I L I N G  B O A T ” A G E N C Y

PHOTOGRAPHER: SARAH STUART

MODEL:MARTINA VENTURA







































































PHOTOGRAPHER:  SARAH STUART

MODEL: FABIANO VITUCCI



MODEL: MELANIE JFREE

PHOTOGRAPHER: SARAH STUART IN COLLABORATION 
WITH ISABELLA LANARO











MINIMAL FASHION STILL-LIFE

PHOTOGRAPHER: SARAH STUART&ALEXANDRA GRISHINA 



























MODEL: ALIONA MONTEANU

PHOTOGRAPHER: SARAH STUART





























PRESENTATION
Born at the end of July in Carpi, an almost very restricted district of Modena, in the middle 
of the countryside surrounded by a natural environment, Sara started developing the 
passion of photography since she was very younger, at the age of 12 years old. Her 
Father, who normally took care of the garden and introduced her to the biological system 
of the place she lived ,Gargallo, a countrymen’s village, was the first person to buy her as 
present a simple compact. Her uncle ignited her the prospective of using analogical 
camera , thanks of his incredible attitude of putting the hands in the dirty, by using 
chemicals and products of different type and the contact which is also maintained by 
collecting mushrooms and his frequent description of the fauna in his unique journey 
through the Caribbean Sea . That ’s the main reason which leads Sara to focus on small 
objects of the wilderness and textures in her picture , especially analyzing the chromatic 
shades and shapes which syntetised the attractive mystery of the Creation Itself.She used 
her elementary compact camera as a pinhole, by attaching all the pictures she provided 
together in an album and describing the unique adventure she was making everyday by 
the introduction to a new friend or simply her daily familiar member, trying to combine her 
passion for narration and storytelling to a more visual aspect able to capture in a emotional 
level. Despite her artistic vibe , Sara was completely obsessed with foreign literatures and 
the prospective of learning plenty of languages, Infact after carrying out a Diploma in 
Classic High School she studied for two years in the university of Bologna, where she was 
influenced and inspired by the more chaotic and traffic lifestyle she was forced to keep. 
”When I made my exploration through the Sigurta’s garden, I remember the taste of 
ancient China and the calligraphic system adopted also by the Japanese culture to relate a 
kanji to a figurative meaning. The pastel colors attracted me in a very deep sense , it was 
magical to have this unique and unforgettable tension of being part of a big plan in the 
universe. The Ninfea were floating on to the spoiled torrent, but the gloomy and heavy 
presence of militar green into the water mixed with the refection of this colorful and 
variation in the flowers made me more interested in perception and senses. In that period 
my mother had been working as a interior designer and I reckoned I used to watch her 
intensively and continuously all the day long, while she was manually making rendering of 
an apartment and she explained in very profound details the whole process, through her 
transparent paper, she was very meticulous and more systematic in the way of working 
and this helped me to have more control on my artistic tendency, in the sense I was able to 
give me much more restricted rules instead of operating without a purpose. When I was 6 
only , I got used with ordering all the pastel ,colors, stencils and tube of paintings my 
mother took out from the drawer of her workplace,using a personal mental perception of 
perceiving the cold ones until arriving to the hot variations. Then , after reading book and 
dedicating to the cultural aspect of my knowledge, I often and ordinarily draw poster, 
making portray with very different methods. It came a time I was domained by the world of 
manga and I bought copymarkers in order to reproduce and then create my own character, 
by taking inspiration form a story I read or an anime I was following in the television.More 
and foremost I was so fascinated by the Japanese working process I ended up having an 
interest in languages in general and I grow up wth this impassive ambition of acquiring 
more languages and communication ‘ competences. 

I have been studying English for 13 years since now and I have a spontaneous 
understanding of how this 
language works so that I could define it as almost my mother tongue even though I ‘m very 
critical ,personally speaking. I am still studying to obtain the last certificate, recognized by 











 Curriculum vitae

PERSONAL INFORMATION Sara Annovi 

Ones Chiletti n°1, 41012 Carpi 

 annovi.sara89@gmail.com 

PERSONAL STATEMENT A currently attendant in the Italian Academy of Art, Fashion ,Design and Photography 
based in Florence, now seeking into move into a studio as assistant photographer, or 
operating into a team of filmmakers and production of video as director of light

WORK EXPERIENCE  

09/03/2010–10/04/2011 Waitress

Church Association, Carpi (Italy) 

- Able to develop project in time, working on portfolio

-Multitasking, seriously available and flexible to every circumstances, also experience as cooker in a 
Sportive club 's booth in Carpi, known as Club Giardino

- Wide competences in Photography, Graphic Design and communication as for example interaction 
with international clients 

-Graduated from a Classic High School, very mature in typography and realisation of book

- Attended also two years in a the Foreign Language University of Bologna

- Currently gaining the highest certificate in English as C2, basically mother language after a long 
period in London

- Very open minded and sociable with an extreme professional attitude 

- Punctual, fiscal

- Recently working in cooperation in a stage with Nicla Make Up artist for the realisation of a new 
cosmetic campaign,as photographer and art director 

- Involved in voluntary works and also previously follow a course in Correggio as volunteering in the 
hospital

- Making a Day Hospital attendance, getting know compulsive disease such as anorexia, bulimia and 
other mental illness.

- Diploma of attendance in a course of Cocktails, attended in Bologna as assistant barman. 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING  

11/09/2009–31/05/2012 Bachelor Degree in Classic subjects and Human Sciences EQF level 6

Rinaldo Corso, Correggio (Italy) 

- English, French, Latin, ancient Greek

- Science, Byology, Chimic, Physics, Astronomy, Anatomy

- Art and History of Art, Foreign Literatures included English Literature, Anthology, History of the World, 
Geography as Typography 

- Geometry, Logic, Maths

- PhysicalEducation, Religion, Social and Political Actualities

- Laboratories and practical educational course in Music, Cooking and entertainment. 

PERSONAL SKILLS  

Mother tongue(s) Italian
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